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BISON offers simple, fast and secure trading
in cryptocurrencies
Crypto app from Boerse Stuttgart Group now available //
Free-of-charge trading in Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and Ripple
Uncomplicated, fast and secure trading in cryptocurrencies on the smartphone:
this is now possible with BISON. After a year in development, Boerse Stuttgart
Group’s crypto app is now available in app stores for free download to iOS and
Android devices.
Dr Ulli Spankowski, CEO of Sowa Labs GmbH, the subsidiary of Boerse
Stuttgart Digital Ventures GmbH which developed the BISON app,
commented: “With BISON, we make trading in cryptocurrencies as simple as
possible and break down entry barriers.” It only takes a few minutes for users
to register and prove their identity by video-identification. They can then
transfer money into their BISON account to buy and sell cryptocurrencies. The
app is easy to use and has a clearly arranged user interface.
Free-of-charge trading and safe custody
Dr Spankowski continued: “BISON is the first cryptocurrency trading app from
a provider in Germany. It enables free-of-charge trading in Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Litecoin and Ripple (XRP).” Users can trade on BISON from 6.00 to 24.00
hours (CET) Monday to Sunday at the prices they find displayed in the app.
BISON makes its money from the spread between the buying and selling
prices displayed.
BISON lowers the technical barriers in dealing with the complex world of
cryptocurrencies. This also includes safe custody of the acquired
cryptocurrencies, so BISON users do not need a crypto wallet. On request,
after having bought cryptocurrencies on BISON, users can transfer them into
their own wallet.
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Boerse Stuttgart Group’s long-standing experience with regard to processes,
risk management and technology makes BISON highly reliable. The trading
partner at BISON is financial services provider EUWAX AG, a subsidiary of
Boerse Stuttgart GmbH. Users therefore buy and sell cryptocurrencies from
and to EUWAX AG in each case. blocknox GmbH, a subsidiary of Boerse
Stuttgart Digital Ventures GmbH, takes care of the custody of the acquired
cryptocurrencies on an escrow basis. A multilevel security concept has been
implemented at blocknox GmbH to secure users’ cryptocurrencies. As an
external banking partner, solarisBank AG is responsible for payment
processing and the custody of customers’ cash deposits in Euro. They are
protected in the BISON account, which is free of charge for users, by the
German statutory deposit guarantee.
An innovative feature of the app is the Cryptoradar. This tool uses artificial
intelligence to analyse around 250,000 tweets per day from the crypto
community, filter them by relevance and present them in a user-friendly format.
Users gain an overview of market sentiment on Twitter in real time and can
keep up to date on the level of discussion in relation to the cryptocurrencies
traded on BISON.
Additional functions will gradually be added to BISON after the launch. Dr Ulli
Spankowski explained: “These will include the extension of trading to 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, and additional trading functionalities. We will also
enable trading in further cryptocurrencies, which will be selected considering
criteria such as market capitalisation, customer interest and whether they can
be kept in safe custody.” BISON is also to be provided in other EU countries
apart from Germany during 2019.

For further information about BISON, please visit www.bisonapp.de

Download of the BISON app (only smartphones, iOS and Android)
http://bit.ly/BISON-AppStore
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About Boerse Stuttgart
Boerse Stuttgart is Germany’s leading floor-based exchange and the first choice of retail investors.
Here in Stuttgart, investors can trade equities, securitised derivatives, debt instruments (bonds),
exchange-traded fund units (ETFs), investment fund units and participation certificates while
benefiting from top-quality execution at the best prices. Boerse Stuttgart leads the German market
for exchange-based trading in corporate bonds and is number one in Europe in the securitised
derivatives segment. Our hybrid market model integrates trading experts into the electronic trading
process. Their role is to inject additional liquidity as required and to ensure that orders are
executed quickly and reliably. In order to protect investors and guarantee transparency, Boerse
Stuttgart implements all the regulatory and control mechanisms you would expect of an exchange
governed by public law. In 2018, Boerse Stuttgart recorded a total trading volume of around
EUR 71 billion across all asset classes, making it Europe’s tenth largest exchange.
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